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1. Introduction

TC-SAW (Temperature Compensated Surface Acoustic Wave) by LiNbO₃ covered with SiO₂ film structure is proposed for one of the temperature compensation methods [1-6]. Supurious supression method is studied on the transverse mode for the TC-SAW filter application [7-8]. In this study, the transverse mode is modeled and compared with the one-port resonator measurement result. This model applied to the design of DMS with reduced transverse mode.

2. Transverse mode modeling

Figure 1 show cross sectional view of TC-SAW composed of SiO₂/LiNbO₃ substrate. One of the spurious responses comes from transverse mode. Transverse mode suppression method is widely reported by using the piston mode operation. By using these technique, transverse mode are almost suppressed, however perfect suppression is still difficult. Prediction of the transverse mode is important for the filter design. Figure 2 show the illustration of the transverse mode simulation model. Propagation angle and excitation efficiency can be derived from the scalar potential method. Obliquely propagating characteristics is calculated by FEMSDA [9-11]. To apply the scalar potential method result to COM (Coupling of Mode) model, overall IDT characteristics can be calculated. Figure 3 show simulated admittance of 1-port resonator. Transverse modes are observed between the resonant frequency and anti-resonant frequency. Modeled geometry is λ=4.9um, h=0.04λ, H=0.275λ, Number of IDT is 120 and aperture length is 25λ. Blue plot also shows the measurement result. Simulated result can predict the each transverse modes frequency and magnitude correctly.

3. Spurious reduction design on DMS

Parallel connected DMS structure was proposed to improve the insertion loss by reducing the IDT resistivity. In this section, the transverse
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mode model applied to design the parallel connected DMS for transverse mode spurious reduction. Figure 4 shows the two types of Parallel connected DMS structure. Figure 4 (a) is designed with same aperture length $W$ on the right and left DMS. Figure 4 (b) is designed with optimized aperture $W_1$ and $W_2$ respectively. Precise simulation model is necessary to optimize the DMS design. Because DMS is composed by the modulated IDT pitch. Figure 5 show the simulated DMS transmission characteristics of structure (a) and (b) on Figure 4. Blue plot show the transmission characteristics of parallelized DMS structure of same aperture length. Transverse mode excited in each DMS overwrapped and strong spikes observed in the filter pass band. Red plot shows optimized DMS aperture length by using the transverse mode model. Transverse mode spurious is effectively reduced by optimization of the aperture length.

4. Conclusion

This paper proposed the transverse mode modelling in TC-SAW composed of SiO$_2$/LiNbO$_3$ structure. Simulated result of the One-port resonator agrees very well with the measurement result. Design method to reduce the spurious mode by using proposed model is also demonstrated.
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